VIBRO CROP VCR

Kongskilde Vibro Crop VCR

Parallelogram

All the tines and extra optional
equipment are fitted on a unique flat
toolbar carrier frame which is parallelogram suspended to the main toolbar. The heavy duty channel arms
secure a very stabile and steady
movement which results in a thorough cleaning between the rows,
close to the plants without damaging
their roots.

Heavy duty inter-row cleaner VCR.

Range

The VCR – inter-row cultivator range
is available in configuration ranging
from 4 to 12 rows, accommodating
row spacing from 50 cm and wider.
It is designed for high speed, high
residue cultivation with a wide range
of optional toolings to meet virtually any row crop cultivation. It also
improves the soil´s ability to supply
crops with water, air and nutrients
while decreasing expensive chemical use. The Kongskilde VCR can be
used e.g. in beets, maize, beans or
even cotton.

Toolbar

The 180 x 180 x 8mm toolbar secures due to its dimensions and construction, a long lifetime even with
rugged field work. The outer-wings
are lifted hydraulicly with double
acting cylinders for maintaining full
control while in operation. The 180
degree flat fold secures easy and
safe transport from field to field.
The 71 cm free-height offers the
possibility to work untill late in the
growing season depending of the
crop.

Tine / share

Flat folding for safe transport.

Versatile

The strong frame provides a durable
construction to be able to meet various
application needs. For more details or
other executions, just ask Kongskilde.

The Kongskilde VTM-tine equipped
with an 18.5 cm wide cutting share,
is very strong and vibrant. It cuts-off
the roots and brings the weeds to the
surface to dry out. Other type shares
are available as optional equipment.
They are all durable and penetrate
well even in tough conditions.

Type (based on 90 cm row width)
Number of rows

VCR-5-438

VCR-5-656

VCRF-5-874

VCRF-5-12110

4

6

8

12

Frame width, cm

380

560

740

1100

Transport width, cm

380

560

460

640

Number of tines
Number of stabilizing discs / Number of support wheels

21

31

41

61
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Technical specification

EXP/GB/Vibro Crop VRC/BBL/0909

Other row widths and parallelogram
executions on request.

Strong and vibrant tine with cutting share.

